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Perched majestically atop one of Sunrise's most elevated vantage points, this exceptional new residence unveils an

uninterrupted spectacle of coastal splendor, capturing panoramic views that stretch seamlessly from Noosa to the

southern horizon.A culinary haven unfolds within the state-of-the-art kitchen, adorned with an expansive island and a

chic window splashback. Modernity takes center stage with a breakfast bar, a butler's pantry, and the convenience of gas

cooking facilities, setting the stage for culinary excellence.Imbued with sophistication, the open-plan living space boasts

Blackbutt hardwood floors, creating a seamless and elegant flow throughout. Each step within this meticulously designed

abode is a journey through refined coastal living.The master suite is a sanctuary of indulgence, featuring an ensuite

adorned with a luxurious bath and offering captivating ocean views that provide a serene backdrop to relaxation. A

second bedroom, also located upstairs, boasts its own ensuite, ensuring a haven of comfort for residents and guests

alike.Crafted with thoughtful precision, the design encompasses separate living areas and a convenient study nook,

addressing the diverse dynamics of modern family life. A private rear sunroom beckons as a tranquil retreat, providing a

serene space to unwind while overlooking the inviting pool.Entertaining is elevated to an art form with the private

poolside gazebo-an idyllic setting for social gatherings against the backdrop of coastal vistas. This residence's premium

location, just a leisurely stroll to the beach and local cafes, enhances its allure, making it a coveted haven in the heart of

Sunrise.In every aspect, this luxury home epitomizes the essence of contemporary coastal living, where panoramic vistas,

opulent amenities, and thoughtful design seamlessly converge to create an unparalleled lifestyle, truly unrivaled in its

distinction.


